Despite the fact that fluorescence induction is a very complicated process, the technique is used to obtain information regarding connectivity in photosynthetic systems. The models generally used for the analysis are oversimplified, which in some cases has led to questionable interpretations. Here we describe the effects of nonlinear loss processes in (pulsed) induction experiments and how they obscure the features attributed to large-scale connectivity in chloroplasts. We simulate the fluorescence induction process for finite size domains (1-4 reaction centers per domain) and describe both the trapping process and the generation of triplets by a discrete state model. From our numerical calculations it is demonstrated that singlet-triplet annihilation is unavoidable when using microsecond pulses for actinic illumination.
Introduction
The well-organized cooperation of light-harvesting antennae (LHA) and photochemical reaction centers (RC's) is a key factor for the high (quantum) efficiency of bacterial and plant photosynthetic systems. 1, 2 The recent structural data of lightharvesting complexes in bacteria 3, 4 and plant, i.e., photosystem I (PSI) 5 and photosystem II (PSII), 6, 7 exposes the light-harvesting apparatus as a well-organized structure. However, the connectivity of the LHA extends far beyond the level of the complexes that can now be visualized from the crystal structures. In the fully assembled photosynthetic apparatus excitations can migrate over domains that are at least 10 times larger, and this level of organization can be probed by spectroscopic methods only. For instance, the fluorescence from the LHA depends on the state of the RC's, in a nonlinear way, which is generally ascribed to large-scale connectivity. [8] [9] [10] [11] The fluorescence yield dependence on the excitation light fluence has been widely used for investigating the connectivity between PS II on millisecond to second time scales, 1,9-13 as well as on shorter time scales. [14] [15] [16] It is evident that the fluorescence yield is low (F 0 ) when all reaction centers are in their active/open state, and the fluorescence yield is maximal (F max ) when all RC's are closed, while by increasing the excitation fluence (thereby closing RC's) the fluorescence rises in a nonlinear way, depending on the relative amount of closed RC's. This nonlinear fluorescence induction is due to the connectivity between the PSU's; i.e., in the intermediate situation when only a part of RC's are in the closed state, the exciton can freely migrate through the domain of a common LHA from the RC that is in a closed state to another active RC where it can be very efficiently trapped. It is known that in the case of totally disconnected PSU's (the puddle model) the shape of the fluorescence induction on the excitation fluence is exponential, 13 and in the case of connected PSU's (the lake model) this shape is sigmoidal. 13 In the lake model the main parameter (p) of the theory is determined by the ratio of the excitation trapping rates by open and closed RC's, and this parameter fully defines the shape of the induction curve and the ratio R ) F max /F 0 . The induction experiment therefore is not very sensitive for the diffusion radius of the excited states; in the lake model trapping is always trap limited. Therefore the "size" of the antenna can only be obtained from annihilation measurements. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Quenching by triplet states is generally much more efficient than by open RC's, both in photosynthetic bacteria 21, 22 and in chloroplasts, 23, 24 and is therefore close to migration limited. When modeling fluorescence induction and S-T annihilation simultaneously, finite antenna sizes have to be taken into account. Moreover, by using this approach, the effects of singlet-triplet annihilation in the presence of heterogeneity in the domain size (R and centers 25, 26 ) can also be evaluated. As we will show, singlet-triplet annihilation has a more pronounced effect in larger domains. Therefore, in a mixed system where both small and large (more than one connected RC) domains occur, singlet-triplet annihilation will be most pronounced in the larger domains. Since these large domains are responsible for the sigmoidal character of the induction curves, the sigmoidicity in a mixed system is easily lost.
In this paper we discuss the competition between trapping and annihilation processes in chloroplasts and, more specifically, the effects of singlet-triplet annihilation on fluorescence induction experiments when using short actinic flashes. The excited state dynamics of chloroplasts from higher plants is much more complicated than that of simple photosynthetic bacteria. Even when using powerful time-resolved fluorescence techniques, it is very hard to disentangle all the kinetic components 25 and to attribute them to the underlying photophysical phenomena. The presence of two photosystems and the heterogeneity of PS2 are responsible for this. 27 Of course, the situation is even more complicated once nonlinear techniques are applied like fluorescence induction. Nevertheless, fluorescence induction is a popular technique that easily gives information of the overall functioning of the photosynthetic apparatus. The shape of the induction curves of photosynthetic bacteria 8 and chloroplasts 9, 24 is generally believed to reflect the connectivity between reaction centers. In chloroplasts it was observed that the shape of the induction curve depends on the length of the actinic light flash. 13, 15 This phenomenon was successfully explained by a two-hit model 12 experiments. More recently, singlet-triplet annihilation was proposed as an alternative explanation for the pulse length effect. 28 In this case the intermediate lifetime is the lifetime of the carotenoid triplets. The quenching of antenna excitations by carotenoid triplets has been studied in photosynthetic bacteria and chloroplasts. 29 Due to the more simple architecture of the photosynthetic apparatus of the purple bacteria, also the competition among singlet-singlet annihilation, 20 quenching by triplets, 21, 22 and fluorescence induction is well documented. Here we investigate under what conditions (singlet-triplet) annihilation can compete with trapping by reaction centers in chloroplasts.
Annihilation experiments performed with picosecond pulses in purple bacteria are a clear example where (singlet-singlet) annihilation fully prohibits trapping by RC's. When using 35 ps pulses, no induction is observed despite the only slightly longer (compared to the pulse duration) trapping time of ∼50 ps. 20 An intermediate situation occurs when pulses much longer than the excited state lifetime (trapping time) are used; in this case S-S annihilation is less important, but triplet states accumulated during the pulse can act as quenchers. [21] [22] [23] The parameters that now rule the competition are the quantum yield of triplet formation and the efficiency of the quencher. For purple bacteria it was found that triplet states are about 5 times more efficient as quenchers than open RC's. 21 Therefore, despite the relatively low yield of triplets (<5% with open RC's), annihilation and trapping were found to be of comparable magnitude when using 5 ns pulses with Rhodospirillum rubrum chromatophores. 22 So what is the situation in chloroplasts? Here the number of antenna pigments per RC is about an order of magnitude higher than in Rs. rubrum, and so is the trapping time. When using (sub)microsecond pulses, the most important process is clearly S-T annihilation 23 by carotenoid triplets (car T ). These car T have a lifetime of ∼6 µs, and the intersystem crossing rate in chloroplasts was 23 estimated to be 1.4 × 10 8 s -1 . At high pulse energies fluorescence yields reduced by a factor of >10 (compared to chloroplasts with closed RC's) were observed at concentrations of ∼2 car T per RC; i.e., car T are at least 3 times more "efficient" quenchers than open RC's (presuming R ) 4).
In the following we first explore under which conditions singlet-triplet annihilation processes will perturb a two-pulse fluorescence induction experiment so as to change the shape of the curve. In the second section we will also calculate the effect of singlet-triplet annihilation on the apparent value of R, since this is a quantity that can be obtained more easily from an experiment.
Methods
Let us consider domains that contain m RC's which are quenchers for excitons in a common LHA. Also triplets, which act as very efficient quenchers of excitons, are taken into account. The case when only one of these two exciton quenching channels is active has already been considered. 18 It is evident that when RC's are the only exciton quenchers, the fluorescence rises from its minimal value F 0 , when all RC's are open, to the maximal value F max , when all RC's are closed, while in the case if triplets are the only quenchers, an opposite situation takes place because the generation of the triplets diminishes the fluorescence quantum yield and, moreover, triplets once present in a domain reduce the probability of the creation of additional triplets. In the first case the fluorescence induction saturates when all RC's becomes closed while in the second case no saturation of the carotenoid triplets can be achieved because of the already existing triplets. The case when both these quenching channels are active in an infinitely large domain (the lake model) recently has been considered. 28 Here we will consider the finite size domains containing m RC's that are connected via a common LHA, which is a more appropriate treatment of S-T annihilation since this process is possibly close to migration limited.
In this case the state of the system can be characterized by a number of closed and/or open RC's and the number of triplets that are present at a given moment in the course of the excitation lifetime. Let us define i as the number of open RC's in the domain (0 e i e m) and T (0 e Te n) as the number of triplets in the domain. The state of the system changes when an exciton is trapped by an open RC or when a triplet state is formed. Thus, the processes can be represented by transition between quantum states of the domain determined by different numbers of i and T as shown in Figure 1 . The vertical transitions in Figure 1 correspond to the formation/decay of a triplet state. The horizontal transitions correspond to the closing of an RC. Here we do not take into account the fact that the RC can return to the open state, which is correct for transition times much longer than the mean time of the process under consideration. Of course, the triplets do decay on the time scale of the experiment, and this is crucial for the pulse length effect. We will restrict ourselves to the case of two RC states, i.e., open and closed, and we also presume efficient S-T annihilation which limits the range of the number of triplets per domain that have to be taken into account to less than 4 in all practical cases.
Let us assume that our systems are dark-adapted, i.e., that initially all RC's are in the open states, and no triplets are present in the domain. Then the singlet excitons in the LHA, created by the excitation pulse, stimulate the transition of the RC's into the closed states, and also some generation of triplets will occur. At this point two time scales can be distinguished: one of them involves the lifetime of the singlet excitons which is (at low excitation densities) determined by the trapping rate, i.e., by K 0 for open RC's and by K c for closed RC's, which are of the order of 10 3 µs -1 ; while another is associated with the lifetime of triplets, i.e., τ T = 5-10 µs. Therefore, values that are related to quenching by the RC will be normalized to K 0 , and values associated with the triplets will be normalized to τ T units.
In order to determine the kinetic equations for the amount of singlet n i,T and triplet T excitations in a domain, characterized by i closed RC's, the corresponding rate parameters and the probability P i,T to find such a domain under the selected conditions have to be defined. By using the normalization to K 0 , the overall exciton quenching rate by the open RC's in such a domain can be described by 18 and using the same normalization to K 0 the excitation quenching rate due to the closed RC's equals where is the value which determines the connectivity of the PSU. 12, 13, 18, 29 The relative rates for intersystem crossing I T ) K ic /K 0 , singlet-triplet quenching Γ ) γ ST /K 0 , and the triplet lifetime τ T determine the interplay between the singlet and triplet subsystems. Below we express the pulse lenghts and the delay time between the actinic "pump" pulse and the probe pulse and the pulse lengths of the actinic and probe pulses, τ ex and τ prob , in units of R, where R ) τ T K 0 is the parameter that determines the ratio of the two time scales mentioned above. By normalizing the time scale in K 0 units, the corresponding kinetic equations for the amount of singlets in the domain can be defined as follows:
where J is the excitation fluence (the pulse width is also normalized to the time scale K 0 ). Here the rate of singlet triplet annihilation Γ is divided by the domain size to account for different domain sizes in the simulations. This approach is correct for domains smaller than the diffusion radius of the singlet excitations.
We will consider the fluorescence induction on a microsecond time scale; thus, in eq 4 the kinetics determined on the time scale of the singlet exciton lifetime can be considered to be steady state, giving
The kinetic equations for the probabilities P i,T (time scale in K 0 units) are related to the following recurrence relations:
where 0 e i e m, and µ is the quantum yield of trapping by the RC.
Equations 5 and 6 can be used for either calculating singlepulse fluorescence induction 9-11 curves or for calculating twopulse (pump-probe) fluorescence induction 12,15,16 curves. In the latter case calculations of n i,T and P i,T have to be carried out in three steps: during the pump pulse action (the excitation fluence J ex ), between pulses, and during the probe pulse action (probe fluence J prob , J ex ). Accordingly, the fluorescence induction in the ith state can be determined as follows:
where K f is the fluorescence rate. In the one-pulse experiment τ corresponds to the pulse length. In the two-pulse (pumpprobe) case J corresponds to J prob , and τ is the duration of the probe pulse (t 0 is the start of the probe pulse). Thus, for the steady-state condition (5) it follows that and the fluorescence induction F which is observed equals Equations 5 and 6 are solved numerically for each ith state of the system, which contains T triplets. Because J prob , J ex , the fluorescence quantum yields are obtained as a function of the fluence, J ) J ex , of the actinic pulse, according to eq 9.
Calculations
The finite number of RC's per domain is the main point of the present work, which makes it different from the case of the infinitely large system (m f ∞), i.e., from the lake model, which has been considered in a previous paper. 28 As has already been shown, the influence of singlet-triplet annihilation in large domains can be observed on the shape of the fluorescence induction curve, even when the fluorescence induction amplitude (R) is hardly changed. A problem with the previous treatment was that simulating the triplet population using the lake model is not appropriate, since the action radius of the triplets, which is determined by the singlet diffusion length, is probably limited by the finite size of a PSU. Because trapping in chloroplasts is trap limited, the actual size of the lake has only limited influence on the induction kinetics. However, for a close to migration-limited annihilation process the size of the lake is of importance. When simulating the annihilation using a lake model, an overestimation of the inhibiting effect of triplets on the formation of more triplets is made. Thus, in large domains the amount of triplets remains small (relative to the amount of RC's), the effects on the induction kinetics quenching by RC's are very gradual, and trapping is competing well with the quenching by triplets. 28 However, this would not be the case for finite size domains containing a small number of RC's. Thus, we will consider the limiting case of domains containing a low number of RC's (m ) 1-4). The other parameters of the system are chosen as follows: According to the previous analysis of the lake model, the sigmoidal shape of the fluorescence induction curve can be distinguished only when the connectivity parameter 1,9,13,18 p is >0.5. Moreover, it has also been shown 12 that the difference between domains containing different numbers of RC's becomes indistinguishable when R is <4. Thus, due to the relation between both these values which is correct for the lake model, 1, 8, 16, 19 we have assumed that p ) 0.8. For this value of the connectivity parameter the calculated fluorescence induction curve is sigmoidal in the case when the singlet-triplet annihilation is not taken into account (Figure 2) . The triplet effects are defined by the following
parameters: Γ, which is the singlet-triplet annihilation rate, and I T , the rate of intersystem crossing. According to eqs 5 and 10, the effect of the last parameter determines a renormalization of the excitation fluence, i.e., J/(1 + I T ), as well as the connectivity parameter, p/(1 + I T ), and the singlet-triplet annihilation rate, Γ/(1 + I T ). Therefore, the demands for the presence of a sigmoidal induction curve can now be reformulated as p/(1 + I T ) > 0.5, and the effective value of p in these calculations equals 0.75 when the loss due to intersystem crossing is taken into account. The quantum yield of triplets has been measured 30 to be 5-10%. Therefore, in the following we assume I T to be 0.07, and the effective value of R in these calculations equals 0.75 once the loss due to intersystem crossing is taken into acount. The effect of triplets present in the system is then determined by the singlet-triplet annihilation rate Γ, for which we take values between 0 and 10.
It is easy to show that for these parameters the induction curve will be affected by annihilation: at least m excitations are needed in a domain to close all RC's, and with the given triplet yield this implies that in a significant fraction (>0.07m) of the domains a triplet state will be formed. Within such a small domain S-T annihilation will severely hamper the closing of the RC's when the pulse length is on the order of the lifetime of the triplet states, since these triplet states can then act as quenchers of subsequent excitations in the domain. Figure 2 shows the effect of singlet-triplet annihilation for different domain sizes for two values of Γ. Obviously, the effect is larger for the larger domains, and the loss of the sigmoidal shape is clearly visible for the large domains. The sigmoidicity of the curves can be estimated from the tangent of the initial (lowest excitation fluence) part of the curve. These curves were calculated for long waiting times between the actinic and the probe pulse so that all triplet states have disappeared once the probe pulse arrives. Therefore, the probe pulse just probes the closing of the RC's.
In Figure 3 the probe pulse is given just after the actinic pulse, so that the triplet states can also directly quench the fluorescence generated by the probe pulse. In this case even induction ratio's less than 1 can be obtained. 16 In Figure 4 the delay between the actinic and probe pulses is changed, this gives the most easily observed effect of the triplet lifetime on the induction curves. However, the most important time scale in the experiment is the pulse length of the actinic pulse relative to the triplet lifetime. Figure 5 shows the induction curves for two actinic pulse lengths: one much shorter than the triplet lifetime and one much longer than the triplet lifetime. The difference in shape between these two curves is clearly visible, and the change occurs in the pulse length region (5R corresponds to a pulse length of about 50 µs) where this was actually observed experimentally. 13, 15 The experimental value of R under these conditions is not well-defined since obviously the simulations predict that for very intense actinic pulses all RC's will be closed and the same induction ratio will be obtained ultimately, with or without annihilation. In practice, the R values are always smaller for short pulses, even with very intense actinic pulses, and we have to presume that at some point other nonlinear loss processes, i.e., singlet-singlet annihilation, start to occur. Therefore, we can only define the R value in relation to a finite number of photons per RC. In Figure 6 we have plotted the induction ratio corresponding to four excitations per RC as a function of the pulse length. This ratio is more easily measured experimentally than the shape of the curve and therefore gives more useful information about the pulse length effect.
Concluding Remarks
Here we have explored the dependence of the competition between trapping and S-T annihilation in chloroplasts on the actinic pulse length. Calculations were performed on the basis of the experimentally determined triplet yield in chloroplasts and reasonable estimates for the rate of singlet-triplet annihilation. The value of Γ that we used, we presumed it to be a 10 times more efficient quencher than open RC's, is about a factor of 2 larger than what is generally presumed. However, the interpretation of the experiments depends on the model and more specifically on the actual size of the domains. If, as we presume here, the size of the domains is limiting the migration radius of the excitations, then the experimentally determined value of Γ is an underestimation.
The calculations clearly demonstrate that when using microsecond flashes to cause fluorescence induction, singlet-triplet annihilation will perturb the induction curve. This effect is a more natural explanation for the observations of France et al. 15 than the two-hit model proposed by Valkunas et al. 13 One aspect that has not been taken into account so far is the heterogeneity in the domain sizes of PS2. This heterogeneity can enhance the effects observed here, and this can be appreciated already from Figure 2 . It is generally assumed that two types of PS2 domains occur in chloroplasts, the so-called R and centers. The centers are small domains (m ) 1), and they give rise to exponential induction curves. The R centers are the ones that are responsible for the sigmoidal character of the induction curves. The observed induction curves are the average of the two types. Due to their larger size, the induction kinetics of the R centers (m > 4) are more affected by S-T annihilation, and this enhances the overall change in shape of the induction curves. 
